
f it scarcely matters. 
. And Gertrude Stein's 

God, is at once in and above S 
like God, lies in the Pause, in 

c at the University of U 



sound doesn't move too fast away from you. This then 
ity.to listen-krticalhj . . . Let's not 

-of tinteyast, a f f t t  also of the time not 
regain not only the subconscious and the 
ers within us, but the layers of time that 

re comrng-the superconscious and supramental. 

uch theses is less 
directed towards 

s-to see, with Blake, a world 
d, to hold infinity in the palm of the 
en describes the&ffect of his pro- 

nion as producing 
ly annihilation." Under the 

selflessness he resorts, understand- 
a1 ~31usion-los?5g life in order to find it, 

the old man and-clothing oneself with 
voke  ideas of telepathy and the 

- -movement of sounding bodies in-space, much as 
-a + - .a gateway to (b) "Homage to Rameau" (longer ago, - -- 

Berlioz, had researched his performance spaces and 
their effects of sonic decay. Debussy had himself 
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criss-crossing, overlapping, $enetraWg each other, Compassion sometimes accompanies prodi!i?ous crf 
colliding, crashing"? We arrive at the apocaly tivity. The maker, pushed beyond his own extremitit 

eeps his interp<eter with him, in effect, compefs  hi^"*---"&* -. 
Jimi Hendrix and de ?alms' Phantom of fhe Parad 

the occasion. One thinks of the quality and extent of And vet some specter of Camus' adolescent 
in us, transfixed and forever shrinking from lif trol implicit in the "Goldberg" Variations, the massed 
fear attaches to Beethoven, Bath, Skriabin, Debussy, energies of Beethoven's Mlssa S O ~ ~ T T Z ~ ~ S ,  the precarious 
Ives, Varese, messiaen, $jack-en, in &me moY. exposures of Mozart's last concerto, K,.595. TO attempt,,, .. 
merits when ,+hey seem- to achieve camus' "infinite the works is to submit to their necessities. Mists in- 
Plurality that submerges and overwhelms life." It goes recent times seem to effect even - radical 
further than we have a care to go. our dualities are morphoses: the stationary and expression~ess actors- 

aftef all,- compatible foils, .churlish and turned-things of Beckett's Comkdie; the pianist qua iu*.v - 
benip, mums of inusion. And the idea of as a visionary of Messiaen's viig'ingr regurd4'sur renfant ~ ~ S U S ;  .+ 

means would spoil many an aesthetic credo, no matter the readerlspectator of John Cage's Silence; the created 
that means are sometimes more "beautifulu than ends, creators working out Takemitsu's Corona. But amor 
and the quest an experience of Incarnation more the multiple overlapping terms of many coincide 
palpable 'aan $* ultimate "tmth," urn0," amus subjectlobject -relationships, what of the audience, t h ** 

asks, "has not dreamed a book or awork of a* that spectator, the viewer, listener, "~0n~~mt?r"? l[s S F n  

would be only a hopeful beginning, profoundly crucial stretch required of him as well, some p, 
unfinished? There are other means as well as Art: they and fasting as Wagner thought for the religious fesi 
are called Faith and Love." of Parsifal, some acquiescence in the physical pain t 

"1 am Bacchus," roars the shade of &=horn, "who into George Crumb's B h ~ k  Angels and Jack Bruce's ' 
treads out the divine wine for men!" So he is repofted celebration of the blues? 
to have spoken. Once drunken on such a concoction Obviouslyt Yes. Each extended step,+~quires. its 
we can never thirst nor &bear our misery in the counterbalancing, else all is totter. "He that hath ears, 
old wag. He that isbom of God cannot sin, because let him heart" was a way of ~ u ~ n g  it, not very 
His seed is in him. ''What do I care about his puny satisfactory for a composer such as Beethoven fl am 
little fiddle," groused Ludwig towards a Schuppanzigh electrical by nature") or a sound-man such as 
Quartet player, "when the Spirit speaks to me?" Stockhausen ("We are all transistors"). Some time a; 

John Cage reminded us that of many apertures in tl 

T HE adolescent Rimbaud in a well-known human body by which sound vibrations enter, the tv 
letter to a school companion desclribed ears had perhaps too long wielded autocratic pr, 
something of the poet's descent, Dante-Iike, eminence. Blake's curious aphorism that we live a lie 
to the sources of his utterance. Despite his when we see with, not through the eye seemed to 

warning that the experience is linked to incalculable Samuel Beckett well met in the painting of Bram van 
terrors, the Walpiirgisnacht of a Solitary, readers of the Velde, an art not shrinking from going further than the'" 
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It  seems the qmstiorl of the-&ipient (object) teeters 
Has - it along with that of the maker (subject) and the 

essential intermediary interpreter (celebrant). The transfonna- 
predfsposed to that tion-of an Adience of individual selves into a wave of 

e precinct of con- synonymous experience is -as chancy in the classical 
the pilgrimage to a working out of an Indian raga as it is in the solemn 

Gregorian mass or the Hollywood Bowl witnessing of 
t, remarking the Aretha Franklin on a sultry night in high Summer. 
&ed -or scarcely That it should have been accepted de facto as the basis 

ental, non-mortal, of the high art of a Johann Sebasrian Bach is nothing 
ay into - short of mind buggling, as it was meant to be. Camus' 
almost dualities "whose terms are irreconcilable" rise up to 

recorded experiences. cloud us' as creative receivers as well as receptive 
te musical syntax of creators. "No man hath seen Cod at any time" puts 

tional ears out of the factors tersely: mortality-immortality-time. If Mes- 
g. So Webern, Wuorinen, siaen and Crumb address their energies both towards 

ng" time, hoping to expose the concept both as 
tion and illusion, and mortality as its pallid foster 
, Buffy St. Marie's metaphor of concentric cos- 

gyrating in a mot0 perpetuo ("Little wheel, spin 
-%. calls for a congregation more than an audience: in both and spin, Big Wheel turn around and around") may 

- ring-a truer note to some: "Only through time time is 
-conquered." To wait withmt thought or object is to be 
without end. Eliot has it at one point that Carnus' 
deepest feelings, Faith, Hope, Love, are all "in the 
waitine." Pe rha~s  this is a clue to our role as 

me to the passing 




